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Data Protection Act 2018 - How we will use your information 

Please read the following section carefully, as it explains what Personal Information we collect about you and 
how we use this information. 

Data protection law changed in the UK with the Data Protection Act 1998 (‘DPA’) being replaced with 
the European General Data Protection Regulation (‘GDPR’) and the Data Protection Act 2018 form 25 May 
2018. This Privacy Statement explains how we process your information and your rights under both DPA and 
GDPR. 

Pentagon (UK) Limited, trading as MoneySave Solutions, will use your information only to contact you to 
discuss the provision of PPI reclaim services. Where the service you have requested is provided on our behalf 
by a third party then we will notify you of that fact. We will treat all your Personal Information as defined by the 
Data Protection Act 2018 and General Data Protection Regulation as confidential (although we reserve the 
right to disclose this information in the circumstances set out below). We will keep it on a secure server and 
we will fully comply with all applicable UK data protection and consumer legislation from time to time in 
place. 

Where you provide the name(s) or other personal information about family/household members (e.g. in 
the case of a joint PPI claim) you confirm that you have their consent to do so for the purposes set out in 
our Privacy Policy. 

Any information that we collect and hold is used to help us improve the quality of our service, 
including electronic call recordings and secure messages between you and us. 

We confirm that any Personal Information which we collect about you, from which we can identify you, is 
held in accordance with the requirements of the DPA and GDPR. We use your information only for 
the following purposes: 

 Provision of PPI Reclaim Services 
 Provision of financial services and advice, including General Insurance Intermediation 
 Debt administration and factoring 
 Undertaking Know Your Client (KYC) checks 
 To administer our websites 
 Accounts and records 
 For the prevention and detection of crime and the prosecution of offenders 
 Advertising, marketing and public relations on our own behalf or on behalf of third parties (subject 

to your consent) 

We will not release your Personal Information or that of any family/household members to any 
company outside of Pentagon (UK) Limited for mailing or marketing purposes without your or their consent. 
You may unsubscribe from our mail, e-mail or telephone contact list at any time by replying to a 
promotional  e-mail by e-mailing us at privacy@pentagonuk.co.uk  or  telephoning us on  0330 3322300 
between 9:00am and 5:00pm from Monday to Friday (except Bank Holidays). 

Your Personal Information may be disclosed to reputable third parties who will help process any account 
you may have with us. Pentagon (UK) Limited requires all such third parties to treat your personal 
information as fully confidential and to fully comply with all applicable UK data protection and consumer 
legislation from time to time in place. 
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You should be aware that if we are requested by the police or any other regulatory or government 
authority investigating suspected illegal activities to provide your Personal Information and/or User 
Information, we may be legally required to do so.  

We may use Cookies to personalise your experience on our website and so that you may retrieve your 
details at any time – if you do not accept Cookies you may be unable to use these facilities on 
our Website.  See “About cookies” for further details.  

Any changes to this policy will be posted on our website or notified to you in writing. 

When we share your information  

We will treat your personal information as private and confidential, but may share it with others if: 

 allowed by the PPI reclaim agreement 
 you explicitly consent 
 HM Revenue & Customs or other authorities require it 
 the law, regulatory bodies (including for research purposes), or the public interest permits or requires 

it; 
 required by us or others to investigate or prevent crime 
 required as part of our duty to protect your accounts, for example we are required to disclose your 

information to the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme (FSCS) 

The DPA and GDPR defines certain information as ‘sensitive’ (racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, 
religious beliefs, trade union membership, physical or mental health, sexual life, criminal proceedings and 
offences). We may ask you for some ‘sensitive’ details where you meet our Vulnerable Customer Policy. We 
will only use this information to provide the service you require and we will ask for your explicit consent. As 
a customer, there may be times when you give us sensitive information.  

We will always ensure your information remains safe and secure. 
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The following personal data is collected, held, and processed by MoneySave Solutions for the purposes of 
delivering its core services as a regulated debt management firm: 

Type of Data Purpose of Data 

Personal details 
For example, name and date of birth. To include previous names (e.g. 
maiden name or name before a Deed Poll change) 

Identity information For example, a copy of a driver’s licence or passport  

Addresses 
Current and previous, where this relates to historic credit agreements 
that are being investigated for PPI 

Contact information 
For example; phone, mobile, email. Preferred time to contact and 
contact method preference  

Financial information 

Creditor information, including copies of agreements, statement and 
correspondence. Need to have accurate account numbers. This may be 
supplemented by credit report information where current and historic 
credit agreements are identified that may have been subject to a PPI 
policy     

Website usage Aligned to Cookie Policy 

Sensitive data 
Information about physical/mental health, trade union membership (if 
membership costs apply)  

 

Your rights under Data Protection Law 

We operate under the Data Protection Act 2018 (‘DPA’). 

The DPA and GDPR apply to ‘personal data’ that we process and the data protection principles set out 
the main responsibilities we are responsible for. 

You have a right to receive a copy of the personal data that we hold about you. 

To obtain a copy of the personal information we hold on you, please write to us at the address below or 
ring us on 0330 3322300 between 9:00am and 5:00pm from Monday to Friday (except Bank Holidays)and 
provide us with your details or ask for a Data Subject Access Request (DSAR) form. 

Questions regarding this Policy should be directed to: 

Data Protection Officer, Pentagon (UK) Limited 
26-28 Bedford Row 
London WC1R 4HE 
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We must ensure that personal data shall be: 

a) processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner; 

b) collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner 
that is incompatible with those purposes;  

c) adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are 
processed; 

d) accurate and where necessary kept up to date;  

e) kept for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are processed.  
We operate a data retention policy that ensures we meet this obligation. We only retain personal 
data for the purposes for which it was collected and for a reasonable period thereafter where 
there is a legitimate business need or legal obligation to do so.  For detail of our current retention 
policy contact our Data Protection Officer at privacy@pentagonuk.co.uk. 

f) processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the personal data, including 
protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, destruction 
or damage, using appropriate technical or organisational measures. 

We ensure lawful processing of personal data by obtaining consent; or where there is a contractual 
obligation to do so in providing appropriate products and services; or where processing the data is 
necessary for the purposes of our legitimate interests in providing appropriate products and services.   

In the majority of cases we process personal data based on your contract (i.e. PPI reclaim agreement) with 
the us.  In other cases, we process personal data only where there are legitimate grounds for so doing. 

To meet its Data Protection obligations, we have established comprehensive and proportionate governance 
measures. 

We have our own Data Protection Officer to oversee data protection compliance across Pentagon (UK) 
Limited, trading as MoneySave Solutions, through: 

a) implementing appropriate technical and organisational measures including internal data 
protection policies, staff training, internal audits of processing activities and reviews of internal HR 
policies. 

b) maintaining relevant documentation on processing activities. 

c) implementing measures that meet the principles of data protection by design and data protection 
by default including data minimisation, pseudonymisation, transparency, deploying the most up-
to-date data security protocols and using data protection impact assessments across our 
organisation and in any third party arrangements. 
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You have the following specific rights in respect of the personal data we process: 

1. The right to be informed about how we use personal data.   
 
This Privacy Statement explains who we are; the purposes for which we process personal data 
and our legitimate interests in so doing; the categories of data we process; third party 
disclosures; and details of any transfers of personal data outside the UK. 

2. The right of access to the personal data we hold.  In most cases this will be free of charge and 
must be provided within one month of receipt. 

3. The right to rectification where data are inaccurate or incomplete.  In such cases we shall make 
any amendments or additions within one month of your request. 

4. The right to erasure of personal data, but only in very specific circumstances, typically where 
the personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the purpose for which it was originally 
collected or processed; or, in certain cases where we have relied on consent to process the 
data, when that consent is withdrawn and there is no other legitimate reason for continuing to 
process that data; or when the individual objects to the processing and there is no overriding 
legitimate interest for continuing the processing.  

5. The right to restrict processing, for example while we are reviewing the accuracy or 
completeness of data, or deciding on whether any request for erasure is valid.  In such cases 
we shall continue to store the data, but not further process it until such time as we have resolved 
the issue. 

6. The right to data portability which, subject to a number of qualifying conditions, allows 
individuals to obtain and reuse their personal data for their own purposes across different 
services.   

7. The right to object in cases where processing is based on legitimate interests, where Our 
requirement to process the data is overridden by the rights of the individual concerned; or for 
the purposes of direct marketing (including profiling); or for processing for purposes of scientific 
/ historical research and statistics, unless this is for necessary for the performance of a public 
interest task. 

8. Rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling. 

Please contact our Data Protection Officer at privacy@pentagonuk.co.uk for more information about the 
GDPR and your rights under Data Protection law. 

If you have a complaint about any data protection matter then contact our Data Protection Officer at 
complaints@pentagonuk.co.uk.   

Alternatively contact our supervisory authority for data protection compliance (www.ico.org.uk): 
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Information Commissioner's Office 
Wycliffe House 
Water Lane 

Wilmslow 
Cheshire SK9 5AF 

Tel: 0303 123 1113 (local rate) or 01625 545 745 (national rate) 

About cookies 

Cookies are pieces of information that a website transfers to Your computer’s hard disk for record-
keeping 

purposes. Cookies can make the internet more useful by storing information about Your preferences on 
a particular site, such as Your personal preference pages.  

The use of cookies is an industry standard, and most websites use them to provide useful features 
for their customers. Cookies in and of themselves do not personally identify users, although they do 
identify a user’s computer. Most browsers are initially set to accept cookies. 

If You would prefer, you can set Yours to refuse cookies. 

However, you may not be able to take full advantage of a website if you do so. 

We use the following cookies: 

__utma, __utmb, __utmc, __utmz These are analytics cookies. 

These cookies allow us to count page visits and traffic sources so we 

can measure and improve the performance of our 

site, using a service provided by Google Analytics. 

ASP.NET_SessionId  A functional cookie. 

This cookie is used to enable core site functionality. It does not contain any Personal Information and is 
automatically deleted when you close your browser.  

Links to other web sites 

This Privacy Statement only covers the web services offered from this site. Other websites are governed by 
their own privacy statements. 

Updates to this Privacy Statement 

This Privacy Statement will be kept under continual review, and changes may be made from time to time. 
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